
How to Red Couch
things you’ll need/want:

•the couch
•small black side table
•multi-arm, multi-color lamp (doesn’t plug into 

anything)
•folding black papasan chair
•A-frame chalkboard (from the coffee cart)
•round black/brown rug
•piece of chalk
•damp cloth in a plastic bag or container
•flyer of some sort for the Edge House maybe with 

a basket to put them in
•an open heart
•at least one other person (the hills are killer, also 

company is good)
•[all of this is, theoretically, loaded up in the 

garage]

where?
•make sure house is locked and garage door is 

closed (not locked) as you leave--generally, you 
want to push the couch along the southbound/
right-hand sidewalk of Clifton and cross at light at 
Swiss Chalet/Clifton Ct, go up hill in front of 
temporary buildings, then left on sidewalk

•set up wherever you like outside on campus--
MainStreet/McMicken are particularly good

Alice’s number if you need her: 513-307-2930

suggestions for chalkboard:
•We’re classy, well-educated Christians who say 

“fuck” a lot.
•Rant to us about religion. We’ll listen.
•Talk to me. No strings. Really.
•When did you last feel really loved?
•What are you afraid of?
•ambiguity is both good and bad. discuss.
•[essentially, something intriguing and welcoming, 

maybe funny, that invites a conversation]

how to talk to people:
•the goal: curious, honest, deep conversation 

among humans
•seriously, maybe pray or breathe deeply before 

you begin, then say aloud or silently, “open my 
heart” and work for an open, curious demeanor 
rather than a defensive, needing-to-be-right one

•thus, ask questions like, “say more?” or “what 
makes you say that?” or, if you know what they’re 
talking about, deeper questions about what 
they’re saying

•much of the time, what you’re asking is “so 
what?”--not in an aggressive way but in a 
genuinely interested way--“what difference does 
this make to how you live your life?”

•there is no right answer, either for them or you, 
there is only love and curiosity

•make eye contact, invite them to sit down, ask 
after their classes, ask them what they think they 
need or what’s surprised them or what they’ve 
learned recently


